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Ingrid Dubourdieu
I have been advising local and international financial institutions (including
asset managers and investment funds) and professional investors, on all
Luxembourg legal, regulatory and compliance matters for over 20 years.
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I specialise more particularly in the structuring, organisation, documentation and
conduct of business of regulated and non-regulated investment funds (UCITS and
AIFs), other investment vehicles (e.g., joint ventures, private fund and private wealth
structures) and financial professionals. My practice also covers advising on related
matters such as regulatory compliance, AML, data protection, corporate and
regulatory governance, ESG.
Over the course of my career, I gained in-depth knowledge in PE/RE transactions,
group restructuring, redomiciliation, cross-border mergers, and also developed
experience in securitization, bonds issuance and listing with the Luxembourg stock
exchange.
My clients include financial institutions, investment funds, corporates, serial
entrepreneurs and (UHNW) investors.
I am in regular contact with the Luxembourg Commission de surveillance du secteur
financier (CSSF) on all matters relating to the organisation, licensing and conduct of
business of investment funds and other financial professionals and sit in a number of
working groups.

Before joining Fieldfisher in April 2018, I successfully founded and lead the Asset
Management Practice of another Luxembourg law firm. Before that, I was with a
another leading Luxembourg law firm, where I started my career in 1999, after one
year as a litigation lawyer.
I have been cited in The Legal 500 for the three consecutive year: “Extremely
knowledgeable and responsive’ team head Ingrid Dubourdieu is recommended”.
I have been a member of the Luxembourg Bar since 1998. I hold a Business Law
Masters Degree with a Certificate in EU Law from the Robert Schumann University
(Strasbourg - France), a DESS in International Business Law from the Jean Moulin
University (Lyon - France) and a Management and International Business Law
Advanced Master from the ESSEC (Paris - France). I speak French and English
proficiently, and have a good command of German, Italian and Portuguese.

